English
This term our talk for writing focus for
non-fiction will be based upon a story called
The Cobbler of Krakow and Smok the
dragon with a main focus on character
description. Our non-fiction focus will be
instruction writing and linked to our
science topic on plants. We will also
continue to follow the SPAG curriculum.

Topic
Our main topic this term will be to
explore the Ancient Greeks. We will
be focussing on civilisation,
warfare, myths, legends, culture,
the creation of the Olympics.
We will be exploring the life and
culture of India. The children will
participate in a range of activities
including dancing and sampling
some traditional India food.

Music
The children will learn to appreciate and
understand a wide range of high-quality live
and recorded music drawn from different
traditions and from great composers and
musicians- (using BBC ten pieces play and
perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using
their voices and playing musical
instruments with increasing accuracy,

fluency, control and expression

Mathematics
This term Year 4 will continue with
their arithmetical skills of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division. They will also revise time,
Roman numerals, 3Dshapes,
measure, mental reasoning and
problem solving skills.

Science
Our focus in Science this term will be on
understanding the life cycle of plants. We
will learn about the different parts of the
plant, photosynthesis and why they are an
important part of our environment. In the
second half of the term we will look at forces
and magnets.

Year 4 Summer Term

Spanish
This term we will be learning how
to talk about our birthdays and
families as well as learning to
cook Paella.

RE & British Values

Art and Design
The children will have an
opportunity to draw and
design an Ancient Greek
pot using specific designs.
During our India topic
children will make a
candle holder to celebrate
the Indian festival Diwali.

Physical
Education
In P.E we will
continue to improve
our levels of fitness.
Our main focus for
the term will be
Cricket, rounders’
and athletics in
preparation for sports
day and federation
sporting events.

Children will follow the
curriculum guidelines for
RE and linking specific
values in line with our
topics. This will include
looking at Hinduism in
Britain.

Computing
The children will continue
to develop their knowledge
and understanding of
computing and apply in
other curriculum subjects.

